Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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RE:

In re Conservatorship of Dorothy Alma Laesser
STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS

REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files: Standard of Review
Interpretation of Court Rules
Imposition of Sanction
Oral Objections
Valid and Invalid Imposition of Sanctions
At a hearing Appellant alleged, by way of oral objections to a conservator’s account, conflict of
interest as to Guardian Ad Litem was also acting as the attorney for the conservator and an
alleged $13,000 gone missing.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS Case
–continued–
As to the standard of review, the court said as follows:
1.

Interpretation of court rules is de novo.

2.

Determination of validity of sanctions is clear error.

The Court of Appeals ruled that the Probate Court erred in refraining from entertaining oral
objections, despite the allowance at the procedure of oral objections under MCR 5.119(B). The
Court of Appeals ruled that this rule was more specific than 5.301(C)(2)(c) which dealt with
conservator’s accountings. The Court of Appeals said that the later dealt with the contents of an
accounting and not the methodology of objection.
Although the Court of Appeals did not rule that being both a lawyer for a conservator and a
Guardian Ad Litem was a conflict of interest, it did imply that this maybe the case because it said
that the Lower Court must rule as it was “a possible serious conflict of interest that needs to be
addressed”.
As to the sanctions, although there was no finding of clear error, the Court of Appeals did this so
impliedly by saying that the Lower Court must say ‘why within the statutory definition of
frivolous the Appellant fell’? They utilized the following language:
“In some the Trial Court did not find that the Respondent’s primary purpose in
filing the objections was to harass, embarrass or injure Petitioner. Nor did it find
that Respondent had no reasonable basis to believe that the fact underlying her
legal position were true or that Respondent’s position was devoid of legal merit.
Instead the Trial Court award of sanctions was conclusory in nature and provides
no basis for this court to determine whether the award was in error.”
This is what a Trial Court must do in order to validly impose sanctions.
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